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Abstract:
This work is aboutplan adjustment in the small. A multiagent system is presented that executes plans in an uncertainenvironment.
During plan execution environmental changesforce the agents to recognize the deviation, to adapt theiractions to unexpected
events and to inform concerned agentsabout the changes. The agents aim at staying as close as possible to the original plan and to
minimize changes. The worksuggests the elements of a plan representation for executingplans in a team in an uncertain
environment. It works out towhich deviations a plan can be adjusted without requiringglobal and complete knowledge and without
re-planning theactions of several agents. It identifies dependence relationsthat allow to propagate changes to concerned agents.

1 PlanExecution in a Group
Plan execution in an uncertainenvironment is highlightedby a proverb: "Make a plan, make another plan, but bothwon’t
work". Even experienced human planners cannotanticipate and plan for all future events. In project planninga fascinating
ability of humans shows: the desired results of a project are delivered though due to some unexpectedevents, such as delays
or broken resources the plan couldnot exactly be executed. Usually, adjustments or local modifications to the plan are
made by individual agents, actionsare re-scheduled, resources replaced, in such cases projectmembers inform each other
about changes concerning theirown work and try to compensate for delays. We claim thatthese skills reflect the human
ability to recognize, judge anddeal with plan deviations, to communicate, make decisions,and to coordinate.
A plan can be seen as aguideline how to reach a given goalby a coordinated effort of several agents. A plan is like
acommitment of each individual group member to all othermembers to deliver partial results as specified in the plan.Our
aim is to build a multi agent system (MAS) with theseabilities for plan execution in a dynamic environment. Themain issue
of choosing a MAS system approach instead of a single agent executing a plan is the importance of teamwork in human
organizations as the wide range of computersupported cooperative work (CSCW) literature shows.
The MAS situation imposessevere constraints on the waysindividual agents should behave as considerate team members. A
best decision how to adjust a plan to a deviation forthe individual must not be the best one for other groupmembers. For a
project group the plan serves as a guidelinenot only for the individual work but also as a guidelineabout expected partial
results from the work of other teammembers. The MAS situation implies that due to interdependence that exist between the
actions of different agentsthey cannot simply re-plan and change their actions as individual agents can. Plans can only be
adjusted with respectto the constraints of the existing dependence relations. Evenif we focus on an individual agent
adjusting its actions to anew and unexpected situation we must be aware of the constraints due to a MAS situation. The
freedom to changeplans is strictly limited for each agent.
If an environmental eventforces major changes to the plan,even replanning may be necessary. Replanning for a
groupimplies coordination efforts, such as identifying tasks withminimized interfaces and assigning these tasks to
agentsaccording to their abilities (Bond and Gasser 1988).
The considered MAS situation ischaracterized by the following issues. The agents pursuit the same goal togetherand
execute the same plan. They are assigned actions of theplan which are not independent of each other but build anetwork of
dependence relations. To minimize the dependence relations between the sets of action as they areassigned to the agents is
an important task but will not beaddressed in this project. Agents work mutually togetherand support each other. They use
a speech act based communication protocol to inform each their about changes tothe plan. Any changes an agent makes to
its actions thateffect actions of other agents are propagated to them so thatthey can adapt their actions accordingly.

2 Uncertaintyof the Environment
Approaches for plan generationand execution in AI differaccording to the degree of uncertainty of the environment.
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¯ Fora single agent and an environment with a lowdegree of uncertainty a new plan can be generated withthe actual
situation as the start situation.

¯ Robots can cope with the problem of pre-determiningtheir exact movements by refining the plan steps at thelatest
possible moment (Hanks and Firby 1990).

¯ (Georgreff and Lansky 1990) present an approachwhere the executing agent is able to interrupt the execution of a plan
and to deal with higher priority eventsbefore resuming plan execution.

¯ Inenvironments with a fixed set of possible choicesplan branches are generated for all possible outcomes(Allen et al.
1991).

¯ Reactive planning is suitable in worlds with highuncertainty. Only a few plan steps are generated inadvance and
executed before the process is restartedand no complete plan is generated at the outset(Agreand Chapman 1987).
(Schoppers 1987)universal plans suggest the nextactions to execute depending on the actual situation.For every

situation they comprise a sequence of actionsthat will reach the goal situation.

Our approach:
We want to concentrate on ahuman likeapproach. Like in human project planning we assume thatthe simplification of the
world as a certain environment isjustified and allows the planner to work with a state-basedrepresentation with temporal
information on action execution time. However, being well aware of the dynamic of areal environment, the executing
agents are enabled to reactto those environmental events which only have a localeffect on the plan. Progress in plan
execution is controlledby comparing the expected situation according to the planwith the actual state in so far as it is
relevant for the individual agent to execute its next action. Flexibility in plan execution is added by providing a limited
slack on objects,time, and by providing alternative action sequences.
This implies that we accept notonly one specific goal statebut a class of equivalent goal states where the equivalenceclass
is given by using slack to replace ’broken’ objects andtemporal relaxations. Even though only one plan is generated,
additional information on slack, temporal leeway, andalternative action sequences defines a class of equivalentplans and
goal states. An alternative approach would be togenerate all plans in advance and to select the actual plandriven by the
environmental changes during plan execution.While this might be an acceptable approach for a singleagent scenario, the
overhead for a group of agents to keeptrack of the actual plan being executed and the overhead ofre-assigning actions
seems unacceptable.
This works concentrates on therequirements of a suitableplan representation, that includes the dependence
relationsbetween actions and objects necessary to propagatechanges.

2 Agents,Objects and Actions

The world consists of objects,agents, and actions. Eachobject has static and dynamic attributes. Agents are definedby their
states and by the set of actions they can execute.Actions change the dynamic attributes of objects and thestate attributes of
agents. Actions are described by their pre-conditions and post-conditions. Pre-conditions state theobject attributes and the
agent state attributes which arerequired to execute the action. Post-conditions state how theobject attributes and agent state
attributes have beenaffected through the execution of the action. Each actionwhen scheduled in a plan has associated with
it three timeattributes: the earliest starting time, the latest finishing timeand the expected execution time. This is realistic in
so far asin business life every work has a deadline and actions havea certain known expected execution time.

A plan describes in which orderagents can change attributevalues of objects in order to reach a given goal state. Weassume
that to change the attributes of an object an agenthas to bring itself into the ’possession’ of the object, thenthe agent
changes the desired attribute values and finallyreleases the object. For example, a robot needs to grab anobject before it
can move the object and a programmerneeds to check out a document before she can change thedocument content. The
robot has to release the object andthe programmer has to check in the document beforeanother agent or programmer can
continue working on theobject or the document. The sequence of bringing an objectinto its possession, changing and
releasing can only be successfully executed by the same agent. This assumptionleads to the definition of macro actions
which are chosen assteps in which an agent reasons about its actions. If a deviation occurs during the execution of a meta
action the executing agents checks for established post-conditions orclobbered pre-conditions of the complete meta action
andof each individual action.
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3 Deviations

A deviation is an attributevalue change of an object or astate value change of an agent or a delay which is not specified by
the plan. Deviations that do not affect any pre- orpost-condition of the actual action are not (yet) noticed. Toenable agents
to detect deviations, they have to know allpre-conditions and post-conditions of an action to recognizedeviations.
To control if the executionproceeds successfully, an agenttests if all pre-conditions are established before starting anaction.
On finishing an action the agent checks if all post-conditions have been established. Additionally, the agenthas a control
instance in itself, an internal clock that checksif the temporal constraints on the action still hold. A delaydeviation is
noticed when the latest starting time of thescheduled action has elapsed but the agent has not startedexecuting the action or
when the latest finishing times haselapsed but the agent has not finished the action yet. Theagent who notices the deviation
is responsible to repair theplan. If a pre-condition is clobbered, the agent re-establishes it before starting to execute the
action. If a post-condition is not reached, the agent tries to re-establish the post-condition.

3.1 Primary andSecondary Objects

In a world with slack onobjects two kinds of objects can beidentified. Aprimary object is an object that is part of thegoal
description. At least one attribute value of a primaryobject is stated in the goal description. The plan fails if atleast one
attribute value of at least one primary objectmisses the goal description. A secondary object is an objectthat is not part of
the goal description. Secondary objectscan be used to replace primary objects.
Deviations that concern primaryobjects have to be dealtwith and the required attribute values have to be re-established in
any case while it might be possible to ignore deviations on secondary objects.

3.2Deliverable, Disregardful and Interim Post-Condition

For generating plans, allpost-conditions are equally important, because no look ahead exists that can determine whichpost-
condition does establish a pre-condition. The relevance of post-conditions can be classified. Adeliverablepost-condition is
a post-condition that contributes to thegoal-state and if, according to the plan, it will not be clobbered again by another
action. Deliverable post-conditionsthat are not yet executed are calledexpectations, deliverablepost-conditions that are
already established are calledachievements. Deviations that concern achievements haveto be dealt with and the
achievements have to be re-established.
A post-condition thatestablishes an attribute value which isnot specified in the goal description and which is not consumed
by any pre-condition is called adisregardful post-condition. A deviation on a disregardful post-condition canbe ignored.
A post-condition is called aninterim post-condition if it isnot a disregardful post-condition and not a deliverable post-
condition, i.e. if it is consumed during plan execution atsome later time. Deviations that concern interim post-conditions
have to be dealt with but they might not have to bere-established with the same object attribute values or agentstate values.

3.3 Local andGlobal Deviation

Before any deviation handlingis started the agent checks ifthe deviation is local or if it is global. Local deviations
aredeviations that do not destroy any achievements. Otherwiseagents relying on the achievements might have
executedfurther actions on the objects. In these cases plan repairrequires knowledge on how to re-coordinate actions of
several agents. Deviations which destroy achievements arecalled global deviations and when a global deviation
occurscontrol is handed back to the planner for re-planning. Planadjustment works for local deviations because the
structureand the dependence relations of the plan structure can bepreserved. This is not necessarily true if global
deviationsoccur.
We assume that during planadjustment no further environmental changes occur.

3.4 Agent andObject Replacement

Noticing a deviation the agentfirst checks if itself is stillavailable and if all required objects are still available. If theagent
is unavailable it can still communicate and organizean agent to execute the action on behalf of itself. An agentcan replace
another if it is not scheduled to execute anyactions at the time and if it is able to execute the actions.The process of finding
an agent will be repeated for subsequent actions if necessary.
Depending on the domain,different strategies to replace anobject are useful. Agents can use pre-defined rules to determine
an appropriate replacement or each object can containinformation by which other objects it can be replaced. Wehave
chosen a simple strategy which allows secondaryobjects with the same static attributes to replace primaryobjects. The
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dynamic state attribute values of the replacement are changed by the agent to match the pre-conditionsor to establish the
post-conditions.
As the locality restriction onthe deviation guaranties thatno achievements are destroyed it is sufficient to inform allagents
which subsequently act on the object about thereplacement object.

3.5 Determiningwhich Part of the Plan to Adapt

In general, establishing thepre-conditions of the actualaction or of the immediate subsequent action will not besufficient.
The object attribute and agent state values thathave been established for later actions might be changed butmay not be
checked in the pre-conditions of the immediatenext action.
The units in which an agentworks through the plan aremacro actions. A macro action subsumes a sequence ofactions which
require the same executing agent. It is anaction sequence in which an agent changes the attribute values of an object
including the actions that the agent needs topossess and to release the object. Macro action are units inwhich an agent
checks if achievements still hold. When adeviation occurs in an action that belongs to a macro actionthe agent considers
the complete macro action to be subjectof ’repetition’. When repeating a macro action the actionparameters have to be
adapted to the actual situation, anexact repetition is unlikely.

3.6 Fixing aDeviation:

The basic activities for planadjustment are to abort the execution of a macro action, to add new actions, to skip
theexecution of actions, to repeat the execution of actions, toreplace actions and to propagate changes.

Aborting a Macro Action:
If a deviation occurs in amacro action the actual macro action is interrupted and anaction sequence has to be found to stop

manipulating theobjects and to turn the agent into a state ready to executeany other actions, e.g. the agent has to release an
object in asuitable way. Determining new attribute values for theobject being disbanded follows two aims: the agent is in
astate in which it has released the object and the objectattribute values do not interfere with any pre- and post-conditions of
actions on primary objects.

Adding Actions:
To change object attributevalues or anagent state value new actions are to be executed in order tocontinue plan execution.
These actions need to be found,however a planner that generates plans for a single agent issufficient. Adding new actions
to the plan requires that thepre-conditions of the new actions are established and thatthe plan can be resumed with
established conditions.
If more than one attributevalue of an object is changed, theagent tries to preserve the order of attribute changes of
theoriginal plan. Agents rely on each other to execute theactions as planned and trust each other that they deliverinterim
results as planned. Changing the order of objectrequires additional communication among the agents.

Skipping an Action:
A (macro) action is skipped andnotexecuted when the interim and deliverable post-conditionsof the action are established
by a deviation. This is calledfavor in (Martial 1992).

Repeating an Action:
When an agent starts to execute anaction it already changes the object attribute and agent statevalues so that the pre-
conditions of the action do not holdanymore. Repeating an action includes re-establishing thepre-conditions or to adapt
them to the actual situation.
Replacing an Action:If adding and repeating actions is notsuccessful, domain knowledge of alternative actionsequences
can be used. Alternative action sequences have tobe made explicitly available to the agents. The alternativeaction
sequences can be generated by a planner or manuallyby a human and stored in a database.

3.7 PropagatingChanges

Changes to the plan almostalways affect other agents’work. To propagate these changes an agent has an
explicitrepresentation of dependence relations. The followingdependence relations are identified:
Object dependence relations:Object replacements are propagated to all agents that perform actions on the replacedobject.
Sequential, concurrent and simultaneous objectsharing define different kinds of object dependence relations. Concurrent
object sharing means a situation wheredifferent agents have to work on an object concurrently.Concurrent object sharing is
a possible but not necessarychange of object attributes of two or more agents in overlapping time intervals. In case of a
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deviation the actions of aconcurrent object sharing can be executed at differenttimes. Simultaneous object sharing are
changes of objectattributes of two or more agents which have to occur necessarily in the same time interval. In case of a
plan adjustment, these actions have still to be executed at the sametime. We concentrate on sequential object sharing only.
Two agents execute actionsindependently in the same timeinterval if they manipulate sets of objects that have anempty
intersection. Concurrent actions are actions that areassigned to different agents and overlap in time, but that donot share
any objects. Simultaneous actions are actionsassigned to different agents that have synchronized start andend time and that
share at least one object.

Temporal dependeneeRelations
Temporal dependencerelations can express concurrent, simultaneous, and sequential action execution. In addition, a pure
temporal dependence relation is considered, where an action has be startedor successfully executed to a certain time point
independently of other actions.
Temporal dependence relationsare important for delaypropagation. In plan adjustment one aim is to cope fordelays, so that
each agent tries to minimize delays. Everyagent can try to absorb at least a partial delay with its temporal leeway for
individual actions. Further, if an agentreceives a delay message it checks if it is possible to execute another action earlier
without breaking commitmentson deliverable post-conditions. If an agent gives priority toanother action it has to consider
object and causal dependence relations as well.

Causal dependeneeRelations
The term ’causal dependence’ is introduced to plan generation (Tate 1977), (McAllester and Rosenblitt 1991), and (Weld
1994)when anaction establishes object attribute or agent state values thata subsequent action requires. Causal dependence
relationsare usually solved by imposing a temporal ordering on theactions. Therefore, causal and temporal dependence
relations are not disjunct. However, to reason about possibleplan repair it is necessary to know about the causal
dependence relations and not to rely on one out of several temporal orders. Especially the ordering of actions which is
onlydue to a linearization for a sequentially working agent cannot be interpreted as a causal dependence relation. On
theother hand, pure temporal constraints of actions are notreflected by causal dependence relations. Thus, both dependence
relations can express aspects of the plan that cannotbe expressed by the other dependence relation.
In plan repair causaldependence relations are used to generate a well formed plan, which implies that under theassumption
of a certain environment all pre-conditions areestablished when the corresponding action is to be executed(Hertzberg
1989).
In domains in which spatialreasoning is relevant, theexplicit representation of spatial dependence relations iscrucial
(Hern~indez 1993).

Summary

A multi agent scenario for planexecution imposes certainrestrictions on the flexibility with which an individual agentcan
change its action to adapt them to environmentalchanges. Two aspects impose requirements on plan representation: to
enable an agent to react flexible to deviationsas individuals and to allow an agent act in a network ofdependence relations.
To control if plan execution issuccessful it is important thatthe agents know all pre- and post-conditions of their actionsand
that they know the temporal constraints on plan execution. For a successful plan execution in a dynamic environment it is
important to provide slack on objects, agents andtime and to enable the agents to adjust their actions to environmental
events inside the net of dependence relations. Forthis the agents need an explicit representation of the causal,temporal, and
object dependence relations.
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